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Japan Foundation funds new position 
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C' 
• $100,00 grant will lund 
a position in Japanese 
language and literature 
BY lAURA BECK 
Staff Writer 
The University has been awarded 
a grant of over $100,000 from the 
Japan Foundation of Tokyo for the 
development of a tenure-track posi-
tion in Japanese language and litera-
ture. 
The proposal for the grant states 
that the position—the first of its kind 
here—will "allow the University to 
offer fourth year Japanese, to expand 
course offerings in Japanese related 
courses, to offer for the first time a 
major in Japanese studies and to at-
tract more linguistically prolific en-
tering students." 
The Japanese Foundation Grant is 
the second major grant the Univer -
sity has received this year from Ja-
pan, following closely on the arrival 
of the Miki Grant. Though grants 
from Japan are generally difficult to 
win, the University's strong Asian 
Studies program has given it an 
edge. 
Said Beth Herman, Director of 
Development and co-writer of the 
grant proposal, "A program like this 
[Asian Studies] is really the hallmark 
of a liberal education. It's interdis- 
ciplinary, and that way, people don't 
get stuck in compartments." 
According to statistics, approxi-
mately one half of all UPS students 
will take at least one course in Asian 
Studies during their time here. 
David Tinsley, chair of Foreign 
Languages, also worked on writing 
the grant with Herman and profes-
sors Chris Ives and Suzanne Bamett. 
"It requires a total 
liberal arts 
outlook. We need 
a liberal arts 
animal." 
- Beth Herman 
"It makes sense that a Puget Sound 
area university should have a strong 
program in Japanese, as we are lo-
cated on the Pacific Rim and have a 
large local Asian population," 
Tinsley said. 
The University actually received 
the grant last year, and had hoped to 
fill the position for Fall of 1995, but 
the applicant search turned up a rela-
tively small number of candidates. 
"A tenure-track position usually 
pulls in about one hundred fifty ap-
plicants; we had twenty-five," 
Herman said 
The lack of candidates is for the 
most part dueto the demanding na-
ture of the position. The professor 
would be required to teach a num-
ber of upper division language 
courses in Japanese, as well as sev-
eral classes on East Asian literature 
in English translation. Most profes-
sors excel at one of these and find 
the other difficult, said Tinsley. 
"It requires a total liberal arts out-
look. We need a liberal arts animal," 
said Herman. 
The University plans to reopen the 
search in August. "Puget Sound has 
a number of pluses—its location, its 
interdisciplinary setting and its im-
pressive students, and we're very 
confident of success in this search," 
said Tinsley. 
The grant would pay one half of 
the salary and benefits of a tenure-
track professor for three years, an 
amount estimated at over $100,000. 
It is the second Japan Foundation 
grant the University has received; 
the first paid for a similar staff ex-
pansion in 1977-79. 
Said Tinsley, "The University's 
long term goal is to earn for Japa-
nese and Chinese the same status 
currently given to European lan-
guages and we hope this grant will 
help us to achieve that." 
Women's Voices come together for serious conversation 
•lnlormal discussion 
group touches on gender 
related issues 
BY AMANDA MIDGETF 
Staff Writer 
Female students interested in 
women's issues now have a forum 
on campus for sharing their opinions 
and insights with one another. 
Women's Voices, a newly formed 
discussion group, gathers female 
students informally to chat about a - 
range of topics related to their gen-
der. The group's next meeting is May 
1 at 8:00p.m. inSIJB 101. Thiswill 
be the fourth meeting. 
"At our first meeting, we 
brainstormed ideas for discussion 
topics," said junior Julie Davidson, 
creator and organizer of Women's 
Voices. "We came up with eveiy-
thing from the Indigo Girls, to rape, 
to campus security." Although the 
group's theoretical design is to fo-
cus on one issue per meeting, 
Davidson admitted their conversa-
tion often leads them on tangents 
which are just as interesting. 
About 15 women attended the first 
three group meetings—an amount 
which will hopefully increase, said 
Davidson, but which also makes for 
a "cozy and comfortable" group set-
ting. The group's goal is to be as in-
formal as possible, including no of-
ficial leadership. Members of the 
group rotate leading the weekly dis-
cussion. "So many clubs and activi-
ties on campus are regimented," said 
Davidson. "We just wanted a place 
where women could get together 
with no obligation, no dues and no 
ASUPS funding." 
The Women's Voices staff adviser 
is counselor Dana Falk, of the 
University's Counseling, Health and 
Wellness Services. Next year, the 
group will be listed as.a small group 
option for the weliness center. "But 
we want people to know that it is not 
a therapy group," said Davidson. 
Being connected with the University 
in this way will help the group's lon-
gevity, especially after its organiz-
ers graduate, she said. 
According to junior Allison 
Hoffman, a Women's Voices mem-
ber, the group formed out of a need 
at UPS. "I think a lot of women on 
campus feel like they don't have a 
place to come together with other 
women, especially if they are not in 
a sorority," said Hoffman. "It's to-
tally neat because there are people 
at the meetings that I've never seen  
before, or who I've never had the 
chance to get to know." 
Davidson has been aware of the 
need for a women's group since she 
entered the University. As a fresh-
man, she helped to start Students 
"Ironically, almost 60 
percent of our 
campus is female, 
but administration 
support has been 
minimal and it's 
hard to keep 
students on board 
because of the effort 
involved." 
—Julie Davidson 
Against Sexual Harassment, orga-
nizing their forums and rallies. Last 
year, she and three other women 
started a new campus theme house: 
the Women's House. This included 
putting on a variety of programs on 
campus about particular women's 
issues and facilitating discussion 
groups at their home. The house did 
not continue into this year because 
of lack of support. "We all got 
burned out because the program-
ming took up so much of our time," 
she said. 
Davidson was also part of a plan-
ning committee for a campus 
Women's Center where women 
could gather to talk and share con-
cerns. "Ironically, almost 60 percent 
of our campus is female, but admin-
istration support has been minimal 
and it's hard to keep students on 
board because of the effort in-
volved," she said. "Being an activ-
ist is a hard thing." 
Ultimately, Davidson came up 
with the idea of Women's Voices this 
year when she noticed the women's 
groups offered by the Counseling, 
Health and Wellness Services. "All 
the groups focused on some disor-
der, so I decided there has to be a 
place women can come together to 
just chat about the issues affected 
women." 
With all of the positive "female 
energy" that exudes from the group, 
Davidson, a self-defined feminist 
and an activist, said it is hard to avoid  
steering the group politically. "The 
most important thing is to build 
awareness and knowledge but I hope 
the group will spur people to get 
more involved politically with 
women's issues." 
- 
Pint o' Guinness 
and the Campus 
Music Network 
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April 12, 3:30 p.m. 
A student observed three juvenile suspects take 
her backpack from thecubbies outside the Book-
store. She pursued the suspects out the building. 
The suspects dropped the backpack in their haste 
and the student recovered it. 
April 13, 1:30p.m. 
A staff member reported her vehicle was the 
victim of a hit and run motor vehicle accident 
while it was parked in the lot near Thompson 
Hall. 
April 15, 1:14a.m. 
A sorority member reported an expesive pic-
ture composite taken from the chapter room. 
*please contact Security Services at ext. 3311 
if you have any information about the incidents 
described above. 
Submitted by Todd A. Badham, Director of 
Security Services 
BY TONY CESARIO 
News Editor 
With a history-making election 
season behind him, Jeremy Some 
has finally taken office and is begin-
ning his duties as ASUPS President. 
Some, his executive partner Vice 
President Holly Krejci and the other 
ASUPS officials were detained from 
assuming their duties when the gen-
eral election that placed them in of-
fice was declared invalid by the 
Honor Court. According to Tom 
Amorose, associate dean of students, 
this was the first time in the known 
history of elections that such a wide 
spread recall was enacted. A special 
election was then held four weeks 
later and Some and the other offi-
cials regained their positions and fi-
nally assumed their respective du-
ties. 
That's all history now, and Some 
is ready to move on. 
"I actually haven't even thought 
about this [the special election] for 
a couple weeks," Some said. "I've 
kind of moved on with things. It's 
kind of nice to have been able to put 
this behind us, if nothing else, be-
cause ASUPS was at a stand still for 
a month. Committees weren't func-
tioning. It's nice to just move on and 
get some things done as an organi-
zation. It's over and settled." 
The new ASUPS President has 
one main priority now that he is in 
office. 
"Our number one priority is just 
to get the whole organization run-
ning again—the transition process, 
especially," Some said. "When stu  
dents serve on committees, they 
serve a year term; so even if we keep 
the same students on committees, we 
still need to actually get a hold of 
them and see if they have been at-
tending meetings and re-appoint 
them. If not, then we need to appoint 
new students to the committees." 
In addition to the committee ap-
pointment process, the budget pro-
cess is currently underway. All 
ASUPS funded organizations and 
clubs were required to submit a bud-
get for the 1995-1996 academic year 
by March 30. The Budget Commit-
tee sent out its recommendations on 
April 14 and is now in the process 
of hearing appeals and making its 
final recommendation. 
"It would have been nice to have 
had a couple of weeks to plan for it 
and see things coming up, but now, 
in office [after the delay], we have 
to start right away," Some said. "So 
we have a lot of little nit-picky phone 
messages, you know. Call this per-
son to see if they want to serve on a 
committee. Get a phone message 
back asking what it is about. Call 
them back, explaining how it works. 
It takes up a lot of time." 
Some and Krejci have also re-
cently appointed the Directors of 
Business Services and Public Rela-
tions. Kate Phillipay was appointed 
to the Director of Business Services, 
and Anne Harris was selected to be 
the Director of Public Relations. 
"We're very happy about the ap-
pointments," Some said. "Right 
now, Holly and I are kind of running 
the whole organization. It is impos-
sible to do. We are getting calls from  
everybody. For one thing, we 
haven't quite learned how to do ev-
erything yet. So we need to learn 
how to do everything, but also we 
need to make these appointments so 
that the organization can function on 
it's own." 
According to Some, now that the 
Directors are selected, it's time to 
focus on new priorities. 
"We're putting together a couple 
of task forces, most notably one on 
safety around campus, in hopes of 
possibly increasing some of the 
lighting—if that is appropriate," 
Some said. 
"We're working on a couple of 
other smaller things also, just to 
make ASUPS a little bit more vis-
ible. We've added ASUPS to the 
UPS Gopher in hopes that the orga-
nization would be more accessible 
to campus. If someone wants to 
know, they can just type it up and 
say 'Well, here's everything that's 
going on inASUPS." 
Some said that it was difficult to 
say what the definite goals of the 
organization will be next year, but 
he did offer some ideas. 
"Over the next year, we'd like to 
make ASUPS more accountable to 
students, even with the huge in-
creases that Andy and Vie made in 
accountability. We'd like to keep 
that going. We haven't gotten real 
far though, other than just real gen-
eral things to guide us over the year. 
As soon as we get a chance to catch 
our breath, we're going to sit down 
and plan. I'm not sure how much of 
that we are going to get to before the 
end of the school year." 
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A Diversity and Multicultural Rally will be held Fri-
day, April 21, beginning at 12:30 p.m. at the SUB. 
The rally will be held outside if weather permits or 
in the Rotunda, if weather is inhospitable. There will 
be a combination of speakers and an open mike 
available. Those with questions should call 761-
7432. 
The annual Spring Luau will be April 22. An Island 
Bazaar will be held 10:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m. AHawaiin 
dinner will be 7:00 p.m. and the show will start at 
8:00 p.m. 
The Political Economy Roundtable will sponsor a 
talk by Dr. Bary Suwannarat, a political scientist 
based in Chiang Mai, Thailand. Suwannarat will 
speak on "Control Approach vs Incentive Approach 
to Public Policy: The Case of the Environment" on 
Monday, April 24 at 4:00 p.m. in Mc 204. 
The Health Promotion Committee will sponsor train-
ing in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and First 
Aid. CPR training will be offered Monday, April 24. 
First Aid training will be offered Tuesday, April 25. 
Both will occur from 6:00-10:00 p.m. in the Murray 
Board Room of the SUB. The sessions are $15 each 
or both for $20. Those interested should submit reg-
istration forms along with a check to the Human Re-
sources Department. Call x3369 with questions. 
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New 	 force to study 
lighting, safety 
SUB and the residence halls. 
"I don't think we can logistically 
address every single section of the 
campus. We need to look at the main 
areas that are a problem," Barhydt 
said. 
Once the surveys are collected, 
campus 
•Student concern 
sparks ASUPS to 
take action 
BY TONY CESARIO 
News Editor 
ASUPS officials recently estab-
lished a Lighting Task Force to in-
vestigate the correlation between 
lighting and safety on campus. Ac-
cording to Jeremy Some, ASUPS 
president, the Task Force will begin 
its work immediately and has ap-
pointed Senator Kevin Barhydt to be 
chair of the Task Force. Senators 
Brad Hiranaga and Brett Kiehi will 
also serve on the Task Force. 
"We don't have a lot of time left 
[in the semester] and we want to get 
going on this," Barhydt said. 
According to Barhydt, the purpose 
of the Task Force is three fold. The 
members of the Task Force hope to 
first find out what the scale of the 
lighting problem is and whether in-
adequate, lighting is a problem for 
this campus. In order to measure the 
scale of the problem, the Task Force 
will be distributing a mrvey in the 
upcoming week. 
"We are going to be conducting a 
survey probably in the next week, 
just a general survey to get initial 
feedback on whether it is a problem 
and whether they [students] feel un-
safe because of it, and also where 
are the main problem areas, Barhydt 
said. According to Barhydt, surveys 
could possibly be distributed in the 
BY STEVEN MOORE 
Staff Writer 
Computer Services halted plans to 
network all residence hall rooms 
pending the selection of a new As-
sociate Vice President for Informa-
tion Systems. The new network will 
link all residence hall rooms and 
campus offices of faculty and staff 
to one of two networks designed for 
PC or Macintosh interfaces. This 
network would also allow access to 
the VAX in every room. 
The new position has been devel-
oped over the last semester by a 
committee formed of two faculty; a 
representative from Computer Ser-
vices and Academic Computing; 
Marilyn Mitchell, director of Collins 
Library; and Dean Potts, Dean of 
Faculty. 
The Associate 'Vice President for 
Information Systems would acquire 
a supervisory role over Computer 
Services and Academic Computing 
and work closely with Mitchell to 
coordinate the information technol-
ogy needs of Collins Library. 
According to Tim Kramer, Direc-
tor of Computer Services, Computer 
Services suspended the time table for 
the campus network project until the 
new posiir w filled. "We are  in 
a transition phase right now and ev-
erything seems to be up in the air,"  
"This was one of the 
major campaign 
promises of a lot of the 
people who were 
elected and I think it is 
a major concern of the 
students and that is 
what ASUPS is for, to 
represent the 
students." 
—Kevin Barhydt 
and if there is indication that the 
campus community feels lighting is 
a problem, the Task Force will de-
temline what needs to be done to 
remedy this problem and "...in-
crease safety on campus," Barhydt 
said. 
Barhydt said the final purpose of 
the Task Force would be to follow 
through on its findings and "ensure 
whatever needs to be done gets 
done." 
Before the semester ends, Barhydt 
hopes to get the feedback from the 
said Kramer. "There are administra-
tive hurdles that must first be over-
come before we could even think 
about how the network will func-
tion." 
"We've done our 
homework, and we 
are close to making 
a recommendation 
to the president." 
—John Riegsecker 
The search to fill this position 
started with an ad placed by the se-
lection committee last fall in an 
widely read publication called the 
Education Chronicle. The ad details 
at length the qualities and character-
istics to be held by potential appli-
cants. The New Vice President for 
Information Systems should be one 
who employs a "dynamic vision of 
the role of computing" and possesses 
"the skills required for a cogency in 
communication." 
Currently, the hiring committee 
has interviewed three candidates. 
candidate was introduced to 
campus facilities as well as the 
survey and establish a report on the 
findings. He would also like to meet 
with President Pierce to find out 
which avenues the Task Force needs 
in order to address this problem. 
"Also, the purpose behind meet-
ing with her is to make sure she 
knows that this is a concern of the 
students, a major concern of the stu-
dents," Barhydt said. 
According to Barhydt, initial re-
sponse to the Task Force's formation 
has been favorable. 
"From talking to people and also 
the response that was given during 
the campaign, a lot of people were 
very receptive that we wanted to at-
tack the lighting problem on cam-
pus," Barhydt said. 
Two areas that the Task Force has 
heard are main problems include the 
quadrangle behind Jones Hall and 
the walkway to the Fieldhouse. 
"We feel that if these two areas 
are a problem then these are the two 
areas that definitely need to be ad-
dressed because they are in use fre-
quently," Barhydt said. "A lot of 
people go back and forth to the li-
brary many times a night and the 
Fieldhouse is open until 10:00p.m., 
so these are high use areas and those 
are the areas we would address first." 
"I'm excited to get going on the 
project," Barhydt said. "This was 
one of the major campaign promises 
of a lot of the people who were 
elected and I think it is a major con-
cern of the students and that is what 
ASUPS is for, to represent the stu-
dents." 
people that are currently managing 
the campus' information technology 
needs. According to John 
Riegsecker, one of the faculty on the 
hiring committee, "We've done our 
homework, and we are close to mak-
ing a recommendation to the presi-
dent." 
According to Kramer, the resi-
dence halls are currently hard wired 
for the campus network but the sys-
tem to run over those lines has yet 
to be created. "The new network 
would allow more users ," said 
Kramer, "but the current VAX isn't 
powerful enough to accomplish 
that." Steps would be taken to up-
date the VAX to provide the power 
needed to link all of the halls and 
academic buildings together. 
Cost estimates and a completion 
date for the project were unavailable 
and according to Kramer, this project 
as well as others were being shelved 
until the position is filled. 
"I couldn't give you a timetable 
because the new position would 
have complete freedom to adjust 
anything we planned," said Kramer. 
"Anything we told you now could 
completely change.once the new VP 
came on board." 
"There are administrative hurdles 
that must first be overcome before 
we could even think about how the 
network will function." 
Campus network put on hold 
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BILLY ZANE tragically wastes his talent in the abysmal 
Reflections in the Dark, which also stars Mimi Rogers. 
BYTED SPAS 
Guest Reviewer 
•Enchantmenic, Various Artists. In 
the beginning, there was industrial. 
There was Throbbing Gristle, with 
Genesis P-on-idge and company cru-
cifying musical styles, rupturing ear
-
drums, and striking tenor into the 
hearts of record executives every-
where. There was Einsturzende 
Neubauten, recording the sounds of 
their studio's air conditioner and fir-
ing up cement mixers onstage. Lab 
Report erected shimmering, beauti-
ful walls of pure noise. Sound be-
came a weapon, and industrial was 
supposed to destroy music forever. 
It didn't happen, of course. Indus-
trial settled down, got married, and 
raised kids. On one hand, it was sad 
to see the old radicals behaving 
themselves. On the other, a kid 
couldn't ask for cooler parents than 
industrial. The new generation of 
bands (post-industrial) was one of 
the most motley collections of ass-
kickers the world had ever seen. 
Sure, they had more melody and 
conventional song structures than 
their elders did, but that merely pro-
vided listeners with a reference point 
before the speakers blew up. It was 
brilliant, dear reader: The militaris-
tic pounding of Front 242, My Life 
With The Thrill Kill Kult's "disco-
from-hell" concept, Ministry's two-
fisted guitar brutality. The sound 
was new, exhilarating, and loud. Oh, 
yes... loud. 
Well, the thing-which-is-post-in-
dustrial keeps creeping along, as 
evidenced by the Cleopatra record 
label's Enchaniments CD. It's a six-
teen-song sampler from a variety of 
"Hard Electro-Industrjal" artists. 
The bands are good, and the songs 
maintain a fairly high quality, but 
there's just something about the 
compilation that gives me pause. 
The problem is, the industrial 
movement isn't offering a whole lot 
of musical revolutions these days. 
There's a feeling of sameness run-
ning through this disc, making it 
very difficult to distinguish one band 
from the next. Almost all of the 
songs have a strong repetitive beat, 
a sort of bleeping electronic noise, 
and thick distortion on the vocals. 
It's a good sound, but it begins to 
grow old about hallway through the 
album. Thus, the tracks that really 
standout are the ones that offer some 
variation on this theme. The album's 
opening track, "Head of Lenin" by 
Digital Poodle, succeeds nicely, with 
a sort of insectoid quality to the cym-
bals that gives the song an intrigu-
ing texture. Noise Unit and Die 
Krupps fall back on the old tradition 
of using guitars to spice up the mix, 
and they succeed in some fine bits 
of aggression. 
Even better, Seattle's Noise Box 
fuse metallic guitars to one of the 
least danceable beats I've ever heard. 
The result, "Monkey Ass," is an ex-
cellent burst of fury. It's also less 
than three minutes long, a damn fine 
quality in any song if you ask me. Is 
Enchaniments a good compilation?  
back-up vocalists and utterly wank 
metal guitar solos to keep the mess 
fresh. 
Their latest effort, Nihil, merely 
adds to their litany of powerhouse 
recordings. It's all there: gravel-
throated vocals, guitars that alternate 
between the "pummel" and 
"whiddley" settings, BIG drums (I 
mean BIG. Like a '76 Impala. Like 
the late Andre the Giant. Like the 
Chrysler building. BIG), rumbling 
basslines, and the cheesiest damn 
keyboards since the last Erasure 
project. Oh, and the background 
singers are still crooning away, of 
course. 
This album is beautiful. Standout 
tracks: "Ultra" (because it's first), 
"Juke Joint Jezebel" (because it's the 
first single), "Beast" (because they 
scream "And the kids just love it!"), 
and "Revolution" (because the boys 
are smart enough to realize that 
Megadeth's guitars are just the tini-
est bit cool because they sound like 
machine guns). 
KIvIFDM are gods on earth, okay? 
The new album is great and all the 
other albums are great (except for 
"Money"... not that hot). They'll be 
playing at DV8 on May 7th, so you 
can check out the new vocalist 
(Raymond Watts from Pig). Oh, and 
it stands for "Kylic. Minogue Fans 
Don't Masturbate." Really. A 
•Several friends have asked me 
'hether I was going to see "the Scot-
ish movie" Rob Roy, since I spent a 
ear in Edinburgh. I decided to go 
ust to see the footage of the high-
ands, but not expecting a real "Scot-
ish" movie. And it's a good thing, 
00. Rob Roy is no more a Scottish 
ilm than Schindler's List was a Pol-
sh film. 
And speaking of Liam Neeson, 
ho plays the title hero, he is way 
)O tall to be Scottish. In fact, he is 
rish, which brings me to my first 
uibble with this film: it is not a 
cottish portrayal of one of its own 
eroes, but an American projection 
f how Americans would like to 
iew Scottish history. 
For international audiences, cast-
ig an Irish actor as a Scottish hero 
robably isn't abig deal. However, 
le Scots and the Irish do not see 
temselves as interchangeable, de-
)ite their common hatred of the 
nglish. Using Neeson as a draw 
r American audiences distances 
te film from the Scottish flavor it 
Light otherwise have had. 
This film smacks of American 
inding and resources. Take the 
p esence ofEric Stolz, for example: 
U ue, he looks fairly Scottish (the red 
h tir), but spare me—he is in the 
II ovie for ten minutes and is billed 
r ght up there with Tim Roth and 
Ji thn Hurt, who play main charac-
tc rs. (Roth, who has become some- 
hat of an American import with the 
Irantino films, thankfully plays 
meone English and does not have 
struggle with an accent.) 
How much of the film is fact and 
hi iw much is fiction is debatable. I 
ft ink it leans heavily toward the "fic-
tii )n" side, and add exaggeration and 
in elodrama to that as well. Accord-
in to the film, Rob Roy was a manly 
rn an who would sacrifice anything 
to protect his own honor (including 
nj )ping out the innards of a dead cow 
at d climbing inside it to hide from 
hi pursuers). According to my 
in )m's 1994 Scottish Calendar, Rob-
en • Roy MacGregory (1671-1734) 
L5 a "figure in Scottish history who 
in s come to be the champion of the 
PC or against the oppression of the 
WI :althy. In reality," the calendar 
ad ds, "he appears to have been a 
ca tIe thief and a blackmailer." 
[-Jere's the plot of the film, for 
Wl at it's worth: Roy wants to make 
so ne money to help out the people 
in his small village. He is happily 
married to a devoted wife (Jessica 
Lange) and has two strapping young 
sons. When an English fop (Tim 
Roth) evilly throws over Roy's in-
vestment scheme—putting him 
£1000 in debt to a powerfuly land-
owner—Roy decides to fight the tyr-
army rather than succumb to more 
English oppression. 
The theme in this film is "honor." 
(In fact, Michael Caton-Jones tells 
us this in so many words with a to-
tally unneeded paragraph at the be-
ginning of the film). These are 
people who put their principles first 
always and discuss them in the same 
way that other people discuss their 
dinner plans. There are many tense 
moments and gruesome fight scenes 
at which honor is at stake. So, if 
you're one of those people who be-
lieves that in the good old days there 
were people who believed in honor 
and were willing to fight to the death 
for it to reach a happy ending (if, in 
other words, you are the guy who 
was sitting next to me in the theater), 
you will love this movie. Ifyou be-
lieve that tearful, touching mono-
logues and dramatic death scenes 
must always take place in stunning 
scenic backgrounds with romantic 
music roaring in the background, 
this is the film for you. 
The Scots have much to say for 
themselves, as well as a great deal 
of pride in (and knowledge of) their 
own history. If we must watch a 2 
1/2 hour epic about an event in Scot-
tish history, it would be nice if they 
told their own story. To the Scots, 
watching Rob Roy would probably 
be the equivalent of Americans 
watching a French romanticization 
of the Boston Tea Party, complete 
with French actors faking American 
accents. 
•Just when I thought the film Se-
lection couldn't get any worse, I saw 
Reflections in the Dark, which opens 
tomorrow at the Broadway Market. 
You may be puzzled by the title, 
which suggests practically nothing. 
Well, I have seen the movie, and I 
am still puzzled by the title, though 
some mirrors are broken and half of 
the plot takes place during the dead 
of night. 
Let me explain. Mimi Rogers 
plays Regina, the first woman on 
death row in 45 years. Siie is there 
for killing her husband under cm- 
cumstances that the film never fully 
explains. The film shows her last 
night before the execution. Her cell 
is being guafded by handsome 
young officer Cohn (Billy Zanc, 
who is too cute to be in movies as 
bad as this). Cohn has been follow-
ing Regina's story in the papers, and 
is eager to ask her why she killed 
herhusband, and why she confessed. 
He asks the question, and her an-
swer—which is never really an an-
swen—takes the rest of the film to 
tell. About halfofthe film is flash-
back to Regina's seven years of mar-
ned life, including her many fanta-
sies about killing her husband. 
The press notes made this film 
sound really interesting. Alas, it is 
badly acted, self-conscious and 
oddly scripted. The film is writer! 
director Jon Purdy's guess as to how 
a woman on death row would be-
have, along with his weird analysis 
of a marriage gone crazy. 
Sadly, though, the marriage isn't 
really crazy. The character Regina 
isn't crazy. And the film isn't crazy 
either, though it tries to be daring. 
This is unfortunate, because Rogers 
and Zane appear to be capable of 
much better acting in much better 
roles. 
•Everyone was so angry about 
Hoop Dreams that the documenta-
ties that did get nominated for Os-
cars were somewhat overlooked. 
One of these is A Great Day in 
Harlem, which opens Friday at the 
Metro in Seattle. 
In 1958, photographer Art Kane 
issued an invitation for jazz musi-
cians to have a group photo taken 
for Esquire magazine. To his and 
everyone else's surprise, dozens of 
the bestjazz musicians in New York 
showed up in Harlem, and the pic-
tore made history. 
Jazz devotee Jean Bach decided 
to do some research into the making 
of this photo, and found and inter-
viewed Art Kane as well as the mu-
sicians Dizzy Gillespie, Art Blakey, 
Marian McPartland, and many more. 
She asks them what they remember 
about the day and what they remem-
ben about the other musicims who 
were there. The result is a fascinat-
ing, touching, and often humorous 
docutnentry, even for those who 
(like me) know very little about the 
musicians of that time period. 
Industrial sells out, 
but KMFDM is the shit MOVIE REVIEWS 
I suppose so. Have you heard it all 
before? Maybe... but if you haven't, 
then this is probably worth check-
ing out. I'll give it a reluctant rec-
ommendation, saddened that I 
didn't totally love this. C+ 
•KMFDM, on the other hand, are 
what is commonly referred to as "the 
shit." KMFDM invented half the 
tricks that today's pack of electro-
thugs are ripping off. The other half 
are tricks that KMIFDM had the fore-
sight to rip off FIRST. Even better, 
the lads refuse to take themselves 
seriously, adding ludicrous choirs of 
It didn't happen, 
of course. 
Industrial settled 
down, got 
married, and 
raised kids. On 
one hand, it was 
sad to see the old 
radicals behaving 
themselves. On 
the other, a kid 
L 
couldn't ask for 	 c 
cooler parents 	 ti 
5 
than industrial 	 I 
f 
tl 
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Rob Roy 
Starring Liam Neeson, Jessica Lange, John 
Hurt, Tim Roth, Eric Stolz 
Directed by Michael Caton.Jones 
Reflections in the Dark 
Starring Mimi Rogers, Billy Zane 
Written and Directed by Jon Purdy 
4 Great Day in Harlem 
4 Documentary featuring Art Blakey, 
Dizzy Gillespie, and lots o' jazz artists 
Directed byJean Bach 
BYJENNIFER WONG 
Layout Editor 
Warning: I'm going to talk about 
the endings of two films, so if you 
don't want to know, don't read any 
further. 
Behold the cinematic theme for 
April: the ugly fat girl looking for a 
relationship. 
At least, that's the premise for two 
recent foreign films, Circle of 
Friends and Muriel's Wedding, from 
Ireland and Australia respectively. I 
responded positively to the latter and 
negatively to the former, but was 
entirely aware that the response 
would be the reverse for many view-
ers. 
Though similar enough to make 
several critics draw comparisons be-
tween them, for me these two films 
represent two opposing trends in the 
drama genre, one traditional and one 
more daring and creative—and for 
this reason, I've been more inter-
ested in the popular responses to the 
films than in the critical responses. 
Circle of Friends is based upon an 
Irish novel that takes place in the 
1950's. Three friends from a rural 
town—Benny, Eve, and Nan-
make their way to Dublin to attend 
university. Benny is overweight and 
has not had much male attention in 
the past, so when a jock named Jack 
(played by American Chris 
O'Donnell—hm, why was that 
choice made?) begins to notice her, 
it is a dream come true. 
The relationship is a strong one 
for a while, though Benny won't 
have sex with him. But Benny's 
friend Nan, who is pregnant, screws 
it up by seducing Jack (sort of) and 
then telling him that her baby is his. 
This being Ireland in the 1950's, 
Jack breaks off his relationship with 
Benny (who has spent a few weeks 
at home recovering from her father's 
death and warding off the advances 
of a man who later tries to rape her) 
so he can marry Nan, throwing 
Benny's world into chaos. 
Now here's the part that needs 
work: Nan's subterfuge is discov-
ered, and though Benny does not 
take Jack back immediately, she 
does after a few months. They have 
sex. The happy ending. Curtain. 
I had several quarrels with Circle 
of Friends. First, I don't think the 
happy ending would have happened. 
Benny is initially portrayed as too 
complex a character to depend so 
entirely upon one guy's affection, or 
to have her entire life's happiness 
made or broken by him. Second, I 
don't think the happy ending is ap-
propriate to the content of the film. 
Horrible things happen to this girl, 
both physically and emotionally, and 
the renewal of the relationship at the  
end does not entirely achieve its ca-
thartic purposes, especially for a "ro-
mantic comedy." 
The ending bows to Hollywood 
convention: it sacrifices realism to 
selling to a romantic-comedy-going 
crowd. Further, the film draws upon 
the tired notion of beauty being more 
than skin deep, one which has been 
portrayed a few too many times. The 
film polarizes concepts of good and 
evil in an almost Victorian sense, and 
definitely in a Hollywood sense. 
If you're expecting a sentimental 
film with a sappy happy ending, 
that's what you get. I know that 
many people see movies for this very 
reason: their moral systems are con-
finned, their romantic fantasies are 
indulged. Muriel's Wedding, on the 
other hand, goes beyond the level of 
the cheap romantic novel. Unlike 
Circle of Friends, you do not get 
what you expect from the film; but 
you get much more. 
Muriel is stuck in a white trash 
family in an Australian tourist town 
called Porpoise Spit. Her two broth-
ers and two sisters are permanently 
transfixed in front of the television 
set in a filthy house, wearing disgust-
ing clothing, smoking and swilling 
beer. For her part, Muriel sits in her 
room listening to Abba songs and 
dreaming of having a wedding. 
Muriel is overweight and socially 
inept—though, looking at her fam-
ily, it's no surprise. She's not too 
intelligent, either. She sees marriage 
as the way out of a life that is going 
nowhere; and, entirely aware of her 
own shortcomings, she often says 
that she wants to be a "new person." 
The extreme personality change 
Muriel must undergo begins when 
she empties her father's checking 
account to take a vacation to a 
nearby island. When her father dis-
covers what she has done, she flees 
to Sydney, and there begins in ear-
nest her transformation into a new 
person, with the help of a high school 
friend named Rhonda. She changes 
her name to Mariel. 
Though some enlightenment is 
going on (especially as Mariel is 
now forced to support herself and to 
help Rhonda through an illness), 
Mariel still sees a wedding as the 
ultimate seal of approval. She  
haunts wedding dress stores and be-
gins making a wedding album. Fi-
nally, she resorts to answering an 
advertisement for a South African 
champion swimmer who needs an 
Australian wife so he can race for 
Australia, and the two are married 
in the ceremony of which she has 
always dreamed. Not interested in 
her husband, the fact of the wedding 
itself has validated her in some way, 
and she watches videotapes of the 
wedding to relive the moment. 
But when her mother commits 
suicide, Mariel goes back to Por-
poise Spit, and is forced to confront 
some things about her childhood that 
she had been suppressing. As a re-
sult of this self-examination, Muriel 
(as she again calls herself), leaves 
her husband and returns to Sydney 
with Rhonda, free and satisfied that 
she has done the right thing. The 
film ends with Rhonda and Muriel 
taking a taxi to the airport—a begin-
ning, not an end. 
Critics have hated this film, and 
so have several people that I've 
talked to. I believe that it is a supe-
rior film to Circle of Friends (which 
has been a critical success), artisti-
cally, structurally and thematically. 
First, you don't get what you ex-
pect: technically, Muriel's wedding 
does not even take place, though 
Maid's wedding does. The pre-
views suggest that the fat, ugly 
Muriel will finally find a guy who is 
willing to look beneath the surface 
and give her the wedding she has 
always wanted. This is far from the 
case. Rather than a simplistic ro-
mantic comedy in which a wedding 
is the only possible happy ending, 
self-knowledge is offered as an ad-
ditional option for happiness. 
Muriel has come to terms with her 
family—at least, the terms on which 
she must remove herself from their 
influence. She has made at least two 
really difficult decisions, but ones 
which leave her feeling self-confi-
dent and in the right. The happy 
ending comes through character de-
velopment, not the standard plot 
development; and for this reason, I 
think writer/director P.J. Hogan has 
taken some noteworthy risks. 
Sociologically, Muriel's growth 
into self-consciousness is a triumph  
over the forces that have held her 
down all of her life. Success for 
someone in Muriel 's socioeconomic 
class is earned with more struggl-
but with greater reward—than for 
others; and Muriel's success is real-
istic in its own way. Someone 
pointed out to me the other day that 
almost every character in the film is 
a caricature; I'm not sure whether I 
agree with this theory entirely, but 
each character certainly does repre-
sent an idea or obstacle that Muriel 
must overcome. 
The film is a complex mixture of 
comedy and tragedy, and manages 
to keep a believable balance between 
the two. It also strikes an accept-
able balance between a personal 
story and a didactic social statement. 
Muriel is a complex character whom 
the audience never does, and never 
really could, fully understand. Her 
maturation process is painfully re-
alistic—especially as it becomes 
clear how completely aware of her 
unattractiveness she really is. 
I can see why a lot of people 
would prefer Circle of Friends to 
Muriel's Wedding. Though in sub-
stance the material of Circle of 
Friends is quite disturbing, it is 
served with packaging and an end-
ing that negate (or attempt to negate) 
the disturbing elements of the plot. 
The 1950s setting also helps to di-
lute the force of the events: it draws 
upon nostalgia for the past and 
avoids confronting issues of the 
present. 
Like the recent New Zealand film 
Once Were Warriors, Muriel's Wed-
ding takes place in the present and 
places its characters in settings that 
are influenced by 1990s issues. The 
film also forces the viewer to evalu-
ate his/her reactions toward unattrac-
tive women, toward poverty and 
even toward illness; and I believe it 
is this demand which upsets many 
viewers. 
Rather than reinforce tradition 
and convention, Muriel's Wedding 
questions it. Writer/director P.J. 
Hogan had to have known what he 
or she was about when making these 
choices. I, for one, appreciate the 
spirit behind it, and am glad that 
some filmmakers out there are will-
ing to take the risk. 
The fourth bi-annual spades 
tournament was held on Friday, 
April 14, in the SUB boardroom, 
and boy, was it ever a big 
throwdown! Actually, not being 
a spades player myself, I didn't 
quite get the most out of the 
moment. But I did get lots of nice 
"You can't speak or use 
anygestures to 
communicate in the 
game, so you need to 
haveasortof 
nonverbal, almost 
psychic link with your 
partner." 
—Colleen Jenkins 
chopped fruit and some free 
Clearly Canadians. Not exactly 
the wildest, most Hunter-S.-
Thompson-esquc reporting job, 
but not without merit. 
The spades tournament, an 
event sponsored by the 
Multicultural House, was cre-
ated by Lawrence Davis. 
"I thought everyone in 
Tacoma knew how to play," 
Davis said. 
As it turns out, many didn't. 
But that didn't stop him from or-
ganizing the tournament, which 
he says is a "popular game in 
African-American culture." The 
sundry spades players on cam-
pus come together to compete in 
the tournament, and in so doing, 
Davis hopes that players "will 
get to know new and different 
people through their partners in 
the game." 
Player Colleen Jenkins finds 
the game of spades to be a fun 
and interesting way to practice 
and refine communication skills. 
"You can't speak or use any ges-
tures to communicate in the 
game, so you need to have a sort 
of nonverbal, almost psychic 
link with your partner," she said. 
Now, I don't know who won 
because I went to see Bent, 
which was a quality play. How-
ever, I'm sure they all had a ball. 
The free sodas alone could have 
made any gathering worthwhile. 
Sadly, if no one continues the 
tradition after Davis leaves, this 
may have been the last spades 
tournament. But if they do keep 
the game alive, it might be a 
good idea to learn how to play 
spades over the summer and 
come back ready to throwdown 
with the Multicultural crew, and 
maybe win a game or two. 
Overweight? 
Need a man? 
April's the 
movie month 
for you! 
•A completely rational 
commentary on two foreign 
films for the thinking audience 
BYJENNIFERWONG 
Layout Editor 
The Big 
Throwdown IV 
Spades 
Tournament 
•Multiculturalism, 
cards and free sodas 
for the whole gang! 
BY KEITh TURAUSKY 
Staff Writer 
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TUESDAY 
PJtU1T l 
PIZZA 
WCI1T! 
$5.00 OFF 
ANY 
GOURMET 
PIZZA 
16" 
CHEESE 
PIZZA 
$7.50 
Reg. $12.50 
eouimot 
pizza, 
handinada 
ejugt 
WEDJ[DAY iIUT 
25% OFF 
All sandwiches, calzones, 
soup and dessert cakes. 
after 5pm 
•fine desserts 
• pastries E espresso to go 
• cheesecake 
lsffe 
• salads, gourmet calzoae 
Ii, 
lam - midnight 	 Seven days 
a week. 
CAFE WA 
206 • 383 • 3465 
MOCHA 
MOM DAY 
it tho 
WA 
2 FOR 
ONE 
BUY ONE 
GET ONE 
FREE 
ot coffoo 
impoitod li-nm Itoly. 
IIi!:l Cfn [pIOO 
cappucino 
,A 
 Lots of 
fInvoi! 
HOURS: 
Mon-Fri 
8 p.m. to Midnight. 
750—plus refills are free! 
DELIVERY 
ëall 756-FOOl) 
the Cellar 
Prophet of unpopular causes and outcast people, adored by Satire and Cocteau, 
adept at offending society,Jean Genet is perhaps one of the most troubled and trou-
bling artists ofmodem French history. 
Genet was born in 1910 in Paris. His mother declared herself single, said she was 
employed as a governess and made no revelations about Genet's f2ther. Scarcely a 
year later, Camille Genet abandoned her son, who then became a ward of the state. 
Genet's mother died in 1919 at age 30, during an epidemic of influenza. 
Genet was raised in a small town near Paris. He began his life of crime at a young 
age, indulging in petty thievery while still receiving the highest grades in his school's 
primary examination, though this is where his formal education ended. 
Genet's adolescence was full of rebellion. He ran away from home at least three 
times, was placed under observation at the Sainte-Anne dinic and was subjected to 
neuro-psychiatric treatment. In 1926, he was condemned to a "children's prison," ac-
tually an agricultural penitentiary colony in Mettray, where he spent two years. The 
experience of this colony shows up prominently in his work, particularly in Miracle of 
the Rose and his film script The Language of the Wall. 
Genet's young adulthood was spent in voluntary military service. Through this he 
came into contact with Morocco and Algeria and developed his life-long passion for 
the Arab world. But in 1936, Genet deserted the army, spent a year as a fugitive in 
Europe and was finally arrested in 1937 in Czechoslovakia. He was discharged from 
the French army for mental imbalance and amorality. Between 1937 and 1944, Genet 
was rarely out of prison for long, mostly because of his habitual thievery - several 
times he was arrested for stealing books. It is during his stays in prison that Genet 
began writing. Our Lady of the Flowers began to circulate, though unpublished, in 
1943. 
Genet's later life was marked by a conscious challenge of every norm in society. He 
championed the Black Panthers, protested against the Vietnam War at the 1968 Demo-
cratic Convention, demonstrated for many immigrant causes in France with Marguer-
ite Duras and joined many of the student protests in Paris in the sixties. Of course, 
every time Genet entered the United States he came in illegally through Canada be-
cause he was denied an entry visa to the U.S. on the grounds of "sexual deviancy." 
Through all this, Genet had many love affairs, made several films and published 
many artides as well as his famous plays The Maids, The Blacks, The Bakony, and 
Querelle. 
Genet died in 1986 and his final work, Prisoner of Love, was published posthu-
rndusly. 
—Sara Freeman 
BY LEIGH-ANN SANTILIANES 
Restaurant Reviewer 
This is sadly my last review for 
the year, which means I have to eat 
at the Sub again. Since this is my 
final chance to shout the praises of 
good food, I have decided to squeeze 
two reviews into one. They involve 
two different types of food, but the 
binding factor between them is lots 
of food for low prices. 
The first place is a Vietnamese 
joint called 'Vien Dong. It is located 
at 3801 South Yakima and the phone 
number is 472-6668. Poor Vien 
Dong's is not in the best area of 
town, so that may be why I had never 
heard of it before Sean Marsh took 
me there. The best non-food feature 
of this place is the waiter, who never 
really says anything. He only grunts 
in approval of your order and repeats 
the number to make sure you are 
positive. 
I ordered the beef stir-fry. I know 
that is kind of a cop-out, but in 
strange places, I like to order what I 
know until I'm comfortable enough 
to be adventurous. Do you remem-
ber my escapade at May's at the 
beginning of the year? Well, Vien's 
is Stir-fry is better than May's will 
ever be. There is just something 
about Vien's the food tastes 
fresher, not quite so contrived. 
The second time I went there was 
with Maria, my best friend from 
California. It was my small attempt 
Z)r,fle-r Is 
CORN ER 
Jean Genet 
"I am a little old man, 
stunted and wrinkled, who 
drags himselffrom one countty 
to another, not being able to 
find one where he can stop. I'm 
not complaining. I was born a 
vagabond. At heart, lam 
probably more Slavic than you 
are. My true homeland is any 
old train station. I have a suit 
case, underwear and four 
photos: Lucien, Jean Decarnin, 
Abdallab and you. I come to 
Paris as seldom as possible, 
because I do not like people 
speaking French around me. 
Tomorrow twill be in Munich. 
The train station is full of 
Greeks, of Wops, Arabs, 
Spaniards and Japanese." 
—Genet, in a letter to his 
friend and former lover, Java 
(André B) 
jalapenos! We hadn't gotten our 
water yet so basically I lost half my 
throat before I even had my dinner. 
Vien Dong's is a great place to eat 
because you get a lot of food for a 
small amount of money. Another 
out-of-the-way place that has a lot 
of bang for the buck is the Molinar 
Tortilla Factory. The Factory is lo-
cated on 5441 South Tacoma Way 
across the street from Elmo's Adult 
Bookstore. Don't let Elmo's deter 
you from going, it makes for great 
people watching. 
This is another joint (meaning a 
restaurant with only one door) that I 
took Maria to. They have really good 
selection of traditional Mexican 
dishes. I had the beef flautas, which 
are like large taquitos, with rice and 
beans for $4.25. Maria had the 
burrito (because she's even less ad-
venturous than me), for $3.00. Mine 
was very good although the rice 
tasted boxed or fake because it did 
not taste like Mexican rice is sup-
posed to taste. I don't know if it is 
just that Maria had too sensitive of a 
stomach, but she claimed to have the 
Milagro Bean Field War occurring 
in her gastrointestinal tract that night 
because of her bun-ito. I thought the 
beans tasted fine, and neither Sara 
nor I had any indication of a battle 
in our tummies. 
Both places are very good dining 
establishments to visit by yourself 
or take a visitor to. Just make sure 
that they are not inclined to 
0.0 (lia)r:ler. I rIO CetirrO 
11 a.n 
Tacoma is. This time I ordered the 
Number 2, beef rice noodle soup. I 
was expecting beef, rice and noodles 
in my soup. I only got beef and 
noodles. Maria had to explain to me 
This time I ordered 
the Number 2, beef 
rice noodle soup. I 
was expecting beef, 
rice and noodles in 
my soup. I only got 
beef and noodles. 
Maria had to explain 
to me that the 
noodles were made 
of rice. Shows how 
cultured I am. 
that the noodles were made of rice. 
Shows how cultured I am. 
Before my food came, the cool 
waiter brought a plate with bean 
sprouts, fresh basil, and sliced pep-
pers on it. Well, I was excited be-
cause I thought that the peppers were 
hell pepper . :ircv were 
Ethnic food joints: Vien Dong and 
the Molinar Tortilla Factory brighten 
'ZewS the not-so nice parts of town 
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C1assifieds! 
C Trail advertising gets results. 
Elf 
Intensive six-week program at Lewis 
& Clark College in Portland, Oregon 
July 18-Aug 27. Study Japanese lang. 
(all levels) & culture courses in eco-
nomics, literature and history. Earn 8 
sem. hrs (12 qtr. his) while living and 
studying with Japanese students. Out-
door wilderness trip included. Prior 
language study npot required. Scholar-
ships available! 
Oregon/Japan Summer Program 
222 SW Columbia St., Suite 1750 
Portland, OR 97201 
1-800-823-7938 opieannb@aol.com  
House for lfl 
Charming daylight rambler; three bed- 
room, one bath, garage, large back 
yard. Nice neighborhood close to cam- 
pus. $750 with $500 deposit--iS 13 
South Adams. For appointment, please 
call in the evening (206) 277-4105. 
Northe end, four bedroom, 2 bath 
$250/mo each room. 
6/1--ready to rent. 1017 N Cushman. 
Call Mark at 572-6647 or Phil at 566-
8476 
Oppor tuni ty  
Are you health conscious? Nutrition-
ally concerned & globally aware? 
Start making a difference in your life 
and others' today. 
$500-$2000 monthly. 
Call Erik at 1-800-927-2527 x 3327 
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE! 
•START AT $10.25. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. WE WILL 
TRAIN. FLEXIBLE HOURS. P/T & F/T 
OSONS OPEN. SCHOLARSHIPS AND IN-
kERNSHIPS AVAILABLE. APPLY NOW START 
•'.FTER FINAlS. CALL 589-0340 
Rooms for summer and fall 
$200+ utilities per month. 
Close to campus! 
3315 N 7th Call Lisa at 761-9074 
1Storage Space 
Safe and spacious places for your stuff 
$20 and under per month! Call Lisa 
at 761-9074 (leave a message) 
vT'71t!rrI1 TT 17111 
Classified advertising is a great way 
to meet people or sell your stuff. Only 
$3 per column inch for students. Call 
the Trail ad department at ext. 3278. 
I 
" f'  1? "1 
! 
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,- 
ApRiL21 - APRIL 28, 1995 
•Join an evening of hip blasting 
laughter and entertaining vocal music 
presented by the Adelphian Concert 
Choir and Dorian Singers, with Paul 
Shultz and Richard Nace conducting, at 
8:00p.m., in the concert Hall. FREE 
admission. 
•Senior Directed Projects presents A 
Thousand C/owns, directed by 
Jonathon Atkinson at 8:00p.m. in the 
Inside Theatre. Also on Saturday at 2 & 
8 p.m. Tickets $3 for general admission 
and $2 for students. 
•Kapena, one of the top recording 
bands of the Pacific, presents a concert 
in the Memorial Fieldhouse at 8p.m. For 
tickets and information contact 
Ticketmasteror Info. Center X3419. 
•Tacoma Concert Band presents "Music 
for the Dance." Held at the Pantages 
Theater, 8:00p.m. Tickets $6-$12; 
phone 591-5894 for tickets. 
'Puget Sound Tacoma Civic Chorus 
performs Handel's Messiah, Part II and 
Ill in the Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets: 
$10 general, $7 student/senior citizen. 
Also on Sunday at 3:00 p.m. 
•The Puget Sound Music Society is 
sponsoring a free band concert. Music 
begins at 7:30p.m. in the Rialto 
Theatre. Tickets can be picked up at 
the Broadway Center for Performing 
Arts ticket office. 
•JAll: Soulful saxophonist Stanley 
Turrentine plays with the University 
Jazz Band at 8p.m. in the Concert HaH. 
Tickets are $8 for general admission 
and $4 for seniors/Puget Sound 
students. Call Info Center X3419 for 
information. 
•Ebony fashion fair at the Rialto, 5:00 
p.m. Phone Tacoma Urban League 
383-2006 for more information and 
tickets. 
•The School of Music Students 
presents "Opera Workshop Scenes," 
directed by Thomas Goleeke and Adria 
Malcolm, featuring the works of Mozart, 
Purcell and Sondheim. Program begins 
at 8 p.m. in the Concert HaIl. Free. 
•Kittredge Gallery Exhibit presents the 
Puget Sound Senior Show opening 
reception, 5-7 p.m., public inved. 
Exhibit open through May 12. 
"Campus Music Network Cellar Concert 
Series presents student band The 
Racketeers 8 Plot O'Guloess. 10:00 
p.m. FREE. For more info, call X3657. 
•University Band and Wind Ensemble 
Concert conducted by Robert Musser; 
Melissa Kirkman, clarinet soloist. 
Concert Hall, 8:00 p.m. FREE. 
Art Exhibitions: 
KITTREDGE GALLERY on campus. 
10-4 p.m. M-F; 1-4 p.m. Sundays. 
FREE. 
March 20 - April 23: Sculpture by Blake 
Moore and ceramics by Pat McCormick 
April 26-May19:Senior Student Show 
TACOMA ART MUSEUM 
1123 Pacific Avenue. 272-4258, 
$1 -$3. Times Vary. 
Tuesdays are free. 
Feb.14-May.21: Collections: Recent 
Acquisitions to the Northwest 
Collection. 
Mar. 18-June 4: JET DREAMS: The 
Northwest in the Fifties. 
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM 
100 University Street. 654-3100 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.Tues.-Sun; 10 a.m.-9 
p.m.Thursday. 
Film 
CAMPUS FILMS. McIntyre 003. $1. Fri. 
& Sat, at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., Sunday at 
6:00 and 8:30 p.m.X3419. 
The River Wild 
RIALTO FILM GUILD, 310 S.91h. $5 all 
shows. Call 591-5894 for more 
information. April 24 - May4; Daily at 
5:30 & 7:45p.m.; Sunday at 3:30, 5:30 
& 7:45 p.m. 
No I/rn until Monday, April24: 
StrawberryJ Chocolate. 
BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611 N. 
Proctor. 752-9500. $2 student. Evening 
shows (6:30 p.mJ8:30 p.m.) & Sat/Sun/ 
Wed Matinees. 
GRAND TACOMA CINEMA,606 S. 
Fawcett. $4 for early shows, $6 for late 
show. 593-4474. Thru April 27. Exotica 
Daily at 5 & 7p.m.; CIerRs at 9p.m. and 
11 p.m. on Fridays 
Exotica and Clerks 
Music 
ANTIQUE SANDWICH COMPANY 
51st & Pearl St. 752-4069. 
Tuesdays: Acoustic music- folk, blues, 
classical and jazz—open mic night. 7-
10 p.m.$2. Sundays:"Classical 
Sundays." All concerts start at 3:00 p.m 
Various artists performing. Donations 
warmly accepted. 
BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC 
2508 South 38th St. 473-9111. 
Fridays: open mic. Various sounds-
pop, rock, folk. FREE. 8-10 p.m. 
4TH AVENUE TAVERN 
210 E. Fourth, Olympia. 
Sundays:"Olympia Unplugged.' Live 
Music Society open mic night. 7p.m. 
Comedy 
Tacoma Little Theatre. 
210 N. I Street. Phone 272-2481. 
Saturdays, 11:30 p.m. $5. 
"Comedy Without a Net." Two improv 
teams go head-to-head in an evening of 
giggles and audience participation. 
SENIOR DIRECTED THEATRE 
'Senior theatre majors will present their 
final projects during March 31-April29. 
Shows will be performed in the Inside 
Theatre in Jones Hall. Tickets $3 
general, $2 student/senior cizen. 
April 21-8p.m. & Apr.22-2 & 8p.m. 
A Thousand Clowns by Herb Gardner. 
Directed by Jonathan Atkinson 
April 28-8p.m. & April 29-2, 8p.m. 
Howl Got That Stoiyby Amlin Gray. 
Directed by Phil Navallo 
Frank/a and,/ohnny/n the ClairDe 
Luneby Terrence McNally. 
Directed by Jesse Hinds 
"LUAU: Hui-O-Hawaii celebrates 25 
years of helping Hawaiian students 
adjust to life on the mainland with its 
annual luau extravaganza. This 
magnanimous event defines Hui-O-
Hawaii, presenting an honest 
representation of Hawaiin dance and 
culture. The theme is 'Na Kal 'Ewala' 
(the 8 seas that unite the islands). 
Feast on Kalua pig among other tasty 
tidbs. Finally, members will perform a 
variety of native dances to live music. 
FAMIL V WEEKEND 
'Not to be missed: Jazz Extraordinaire 
Stanley Turrentine performs in the 
Concert Hall on April 23, Sunday. $4 for 
students/$8 for general admission. 
X3419 for more info. 
'The Adeiphian Concert Choir with Paul 
Schultz, Conductor & The Dorian 
Singers with Richard Nace, conductor. 
Friday, April 21 at 8p.m., Concert Hall. 
Free. 
'Other events organized in honor of 
Family Weekend. Please phone info. 
center for specific details. X3419. 
9lwarc( wituthig cfr AAA app rovel 
Bay views * Hot tub * Fireplace 
TVs * Phones * All private baths 
'Tacoma's most efegant BnTB" 
**** 
COMMENCEMENT BAY 
Bed & Breakfast 
3312 N. Union Ave. 
752-8175 
the trail ends here. 
Your La4 	 to Advertise is Next Week 
Call Kathleen x3278 
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By Keith Turausky 	 "Rolli.n'," says 
the voice from inside 
Disconnected thebox. 
cords buzz with static 	 Mark brings his 
A reverb coil crashes mandolin close to the 
as a guitar amp is moved microphone as Scott 
across the spacious, raises his tin whistle 
soundproofed room. Horns and gives the four-
and whistles toot and count. With a crisp 
squeak as a gnare drum unmistakably Iri.b 
is tightened to an twang, the two lead tie 
acceptable pitch band into "Whiskey in 
"You guys about the Jar." 
ready?" a voi.ce inquires 	 Of course, no 
over the studio's 
	 member of Pint a' 
headphone system 
	 Guinness is.. an...... more 
Fingers raise in 	 than a 3rd generation 
a gesture of "harg on" 
	 I r i s h 
	 immigrant. 
as the last strings of Treading the line 
the mandolin are tuned 
	 between parody and true 
The bass is plugged in, 	 emulation, the eight 
the horns are warmed up, 
	 American lads are doing 
and Gavin, the singer, 	 their damnedest to 
is tipsy with enthusiasm sound like they just 
and a mild case of the stepped off the boat. 
butterflies 	 .After a few bars, 
"OK," he says 
	 Adun, t1? strong, 
"Let's do it " 
	 siJent stydio ace, 
The men who make 	 into the 
up Pint o' Guinness all ,mix. Aadip, quite 
stand up straight. They obviously the least 
all make mini•sçule... Irish member of the 
adjustments in posture, band, kicks the drums 
trying to get their into motion, and the 
instruments in the band lurches into 
position of absolute action. Shane, the 
maximum comfort. A guitarist, strums away 
little frantic, but very while Matt and 011ie, 
happy the horn section, lend 
sax and trombone 
highlights to the 
swinging bar tune. 
They've been through 
this a couple of times 
now, and they're all 
hoping that on this 
take, no one will screw 
up. 
No one does. The 
band plays withgleeful 
abandon. 011ie idonates 
the most drtnkenly 
loopy-trombone tolo the 
wrbd has ever heard. 
Alittle later, Matt 
contributes a painfully 
simple but inescapably 
memorable sing-along 
sax solo. All the 
members play on the 
beat, for the first 
time today. The reeling 
Irish whistle lilts 
over the song, while 
the mandolin and 
guitars charmingly keep 
up the rhythm over the 
bass and drums. As the 
song nears its end, the 
band all plays louder 
and more confidently 
than ever. The last 
chord fades into the 
distance, and everyone 
knows this will be a 
keeper. 
"That's a wrap," 
calls the voice from  
behind the thick glass 
pane separating the 
producer from the band. 
Eager to hear the 
results, Pint o' 
Guinness put down their 
instruments and head 
into the mixing room. 
John, the producer, sits 
at the desk, behind a 
myriad of knobs, buttons 
and levers. He has the 
slightly depressing 
aura of a producer who 
would much rather have 
been making money by 
playing his own music. 
"Here it is," he 
says, pressing "PLAY" on 
the digital tape deck. 
"Whiskey in the 
Jar" has never sounded 
so good. The instruments 
sound even better than 
in real life, it seems. 
Mark strokes his beard, 
his body rolling with a 
chuckle of glee. 
"Everything just sounds 
so... professional !" 
Aadip nods, 
mentally critiquing his 
drum work. "This is so 
cool!" he responds. The 
other group members are 
nervously listening but 
loving what they're 
hearing, each mumbling 
words of amazement at  
the quality of the 
performance and the 
recording. 
Gavin, probably 
the truest Irishman in 
the band, still hasn't 
recorded his vocals, and 
is having trouble being 
quite as ecstatic as the 
rest of the band. He 
2nd A 
OUTD001 
Featuring 
Alter Ego 
The Septet 
Pint 0' Guinness 
Bobby's Gone Fishing 
Juggernaut 
The Racketeers 
SKWAT 
Chaos 
SUN 
ApriI 
knows he has a lot to 
live up to. He takes a 
dry gulp and ttlrns 
toward John, the 
producer. "Well, let's 
go do the vocals," he 
says, and the rest of 
the band agrees. 
As is the usual 
technique, the band is 
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Members of several campus musical groups banding 
together in the studio. 
CAMPUS MUSIC NETWORK 
Volume 3 
HAT TRICK 
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overdubbing the vocals 
only after the 
instrumental track has 
been completed. The band 
heads back into the 
"singing room," where a 
microphone sits, 
isolated from the rest 
of the studio. 
In keeping with 
NUAL 
I FESTIVAL 
11:00am - 11:35am 
11:45am- 12:20pm 
12:30pm- 1:05pm 
1:15pm- 1:50pm 
2:00pm - 2:35pm 
2:45pm - 3:20pm 
3:30pm - 4:05pm 
4:15pm 
ID ^Ne"r  
24th 
A wA 
the style of the Irish 
bartune, all the members 
of Pint o' Guinness will 
sing the chorus 
together, adding to the 
drunken charm of the 
song. Once again, John 
in the mixing room rolls 
the tape, and the song 
beams aqain over the 
vocal room headphones. 
Gavin belts out the 
verse with a convincing 
brogue, as the rest of 
the band members await 
their cue to join in. 
At once, they shout out 
the song's nonsensical 
chorus: "Musha ring-dum 
a do dum a da, wack fol 
de daddy-o, wack fol me 
daddy-o, there's 
whiskey in the jar 
HEY!" By the last go-
around, the silly 
chorus is augmented by 
hoots and hollers, 
completing Pint o' 
Guinness' self-
proclaimed identity as 
"a drunken Irish bar 
band." With a chaoti. 
last "HEY!" the son 
• ends, but the singer: 
• keep going,.ho.tin 
various taunts at ai 
imaginary crowd 011ie,, 
assuming a ....charriing 
brogue, shouts out, 
"Get da fuck over here" 
as John stops the tape. 
Laughing and incredibly 
excited, the band 
returns to the mixing 
room to give a listen 
to the results. 
The vocals sound 
perfect. Loose, brave, 
and fun, "Whiskey in  
the Jar" is a triumphant 
victory for the band. As 
they listen to the whole 
song, adjusting volumes 
along the way, Pint o' 
Guinness feels a new 
confidence and an awesome 
sense of unity. The band 
is now "official," the 
musical relationship has 
been consummated. They 
all., at varying points 
along the way, felt it 
couldn't be done, that 
everything was just too 
sketchy to pull together 
into a cohesive, 
melodious whole. Now they 
know it can be done. 
The song smashes to 
a close, and the band 
J,poks around ict each 
other with huge ;.grins on 
their faces. Success! 
011ie's1, voice 
pips:ovr the 
/ xx 
speakers rl9ht before the 
tape ends "Get do 
fuc!..." The band laughs, 
slap each other on the 
back, and go back to the 
recording room to pack 
up their instruments. 
Eight sober Americans 
have somehow turned into 
a gang of drunken 
Irishmen, and they've 
never felt so proud in 
their lives. 
J 
*$ 
BRAD LOVELESS delivers a pitch in Saturday's loss to the National Baseball Institute of Canada. The Loggers rallied to 
tie the score in the ninth inning, but gave up a run in the top of the tenth for the loss. 
Baseball splits with Southern California College 
•Equals last 	 J 
seasons win total 
The Puget Sound baseball team 
defeated Southern California Col-
lege on Friday 7-2, avenging a 6-
3 loss earlier in the week. The vic-
tory gave the Loggers their sev-
enth victory of the season, equal-
ing last seasons win total with a 
month still to play this year. 
James Howell pitched for the 
win, as the Loggers scored three 
runs on SCC errors. It was a solid 
team effort that brought forth the 
victory, according to coach Bob 
Walz. 
On Saturday, the Loggers 
hosted the National Baseball In-
stitute of Canada, and fell in both 
games of the doubleheader. Brad 
Loveless picked up the loss in the 
first game as Puget Sound fell 7-6 
in ten innings. The Loggers had 
knotted the score at 6-6 in the bot-
tom of the ninth when Corey Van 
Lith tripled with the bases loaded, 
but NBI scored in the top of the 
tenth for the victory. 
Brian Sundahl picked up the 
loss inthe second game, as the 
Loggers were beaten 14-4. The 
Loggers have know surrendered 
double digits in runs to the op-
position ten times this season. 
Puget Sound also hosted Pacific 
Lutheran University on Tuesday,  
and the Loggers had high hopes 
going in. The last time the two 
teams met, on March 28, the Log-
gers defeated PLU for the first 
time in four years, 9-8. The Lutes 
had won the only other meeting 
this year, 5-4 on March 10. 
The Loggers hopes were 
quickly dashed, however, as 
	 The Loggers will travel to Port- 
PLU erupted for seven runs in land this weekend to take on 
the first inning, en route to a 12- Lewis-Clark College on Saturday 
2 victory, and Sunday. 
with a month left to 
play 
BY JAY ARTHUR 
Staff Writer 
Softball picks up first 
loss of the season 
Remains tied with 
Simon Fraser atop 
PNWAC standings 
BY JAY ARTHUR 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound softball team 
picked up its first loss of the sea-
son in the second game of a 
doubleheader with Simon Fraser 
on Saturday, 3-1. The Loggers 
had already taken the first game 
8-2, however, and remain tied 
with the Clan for the Pacific 
Northwest Athletic Conference 
lead. 
The Loggers offense exploded 
for eight runs in the first game, 
and was keyed by several im-
pressive individual perfor
-
mances. Heather Paulsen led the 
way with a perfect 4-for-4 per-
formance at the plate that in-
cluded a solo homerun, a double 
and two singles and four RB I's. 
Paulsen went 3-for-4 in the sec-
ond game making her 7-for-8 on 
the day. 
Sophomore designated hitter  
Freda Franklin added power to 
the Logger lineup with two 
doubles and three RBI's. 
Junior pitcher Dani Bisel 
picked up the win in the first 
game, improving her record to a 
perfect 8-0 on the season. She 
continues to be the mainstay of 
the Loggers pitching staff, not 
allowing an earned run in her 
first seven games. 
In the second game, the Log-
gers hopes for a perfect season 
came to an end with a 3-1 loss. 
The Loggers normally tough de-
fense deserted them with four 
errors, allowing two unearned 
runs to cross the plate. 
Offensively, the Loggers were 
unable to come up with a hit in 
several key situations, stranding 
twelve runners on base. Twice 
the bases were loaded, but Puget 
Sound was only able to score 
one run. 
Pitcher Sarah Noble picked up 
the loss, dropping her record to 
3-1 this season, despite giving 
up just one earned run. 
Kari Eckberg had another out-
standing day defensively at third 
base, while Trista 
Loggers centerfielder, came up 
with two spectacular catches. 
Two games scheduled with 
George Fox College for Friday 
were rained out, and will not be 
made up. 
Puget Sound will go on the 
road this week for key PNWAC 
doubleheaders at St. Martin's 
College and at Central Washing-
ton. The Loggers have defeated 
both teams three times already 
this season, with two of those 
losses counting in the league 
standings. 
This marks the beginning of 
the second round of conference 
games, with the Loggers need-
ing only to finish in the top three 
in the final standings to earn a 
spot in the PNWAC playoffs. 
The Loggers will also host 
NCAA Division I University of 
Oregon on Sunday at Peck Field. 
Game time is scheduled for 1pm. 
NOTES: Dani Bisel(8-0) and 
Heather Paulsen (2-0) are the top 
two pitchers in the PNWAC, and 
Puget Sound is the top team in that 
category ... the Loggers moved up in 
the national rankings from 13 to 11 
'i-c r 	 cc 
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THIS WEEK 
Thursday, April 20 
Softball vs. St. Martin's College (DH), Lacey, WA. 
Thursday, April 20 & Friday, April 21 
Golf at Western Washington Invitational, 
Bellingham, WA. 
Friday, April 21 
• Women's Tennis vs. NW Nazarene, Pavilion, 4:30pm 
• Men's Tennis vs. Pacific Lutheran University, Parkiand, 
3:00pm 
Saturday, April 22 
• Track at JD Shotwell Invitational, Baker Stadium, 
10:00am 
• Crew at Meyer-Lamberth, American Lake 
• Softball vs. Central Washington University, Ellensburg, 
1:00pm 
• Baseball vs. Lewis & Clark College, Lake Oswego OR, 
1:00pm 
• Tennis vs. Western Washington University, Bellingham 
10:00am & 1:00pm 
Sunday, April 23 
• Softball vs. University of Oregon, Peck Field, 
1:00pm 
• Baseball vs. Lewis & Clark College, Lake Oswego OR, 
12:00pm 
TRAIL ADVERTISING 
It's Cheap and it Works. There. x3278 
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So Li'ttle Time . 0 0 
So Many Courses... 
Consider Puget Sound's Summer Session 
Enjoy the smaller classes and the gorgeous campus. 
\ 
1n 
AND EGGS 
OUR $1.99 BREAKFASrF 
AD FOR $1.00 MORE 
AN icy COLD CAN OF 
HAMM' S 
EVER\' SAl' & SUN 9 AM - I P1St 
Experience a different mode of learning in the intense and 
concentrated six-week courses. 
Stay on track for graduation. 
Features 
V Courses in most departments. 
V Courses in key Core areas. 
V Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year. 
V Excellent Puget Sound faculty. 
V Twenty-five percent tuition reduction. 
Registration opens April 10. 
The Summer Bulletin was mailed to all students in March. 
(I 
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So you say you're a Jew.. 0 
Flawed survey of student 
diversity makes 
irrelevant points 
To the Editor: 
I was pleased to see the center 
spread devoted to an important topic: 
diversity, or the lack thereof, at the 
University of Puget Sound. The rec-
ommendations of a Dean of Ethnic 
Students and the demand for a more 
diverse and therefore improved cur-
riculum were important, well-
thought articles which must be con-
sidered by the University adminis-
tration. 
However, I was disappointed with 
the article, "Why are minority stu-
dents transferring?" The survey that 
the two sociology students took was 
cited throughout the article, how-
ever, the nature of the survey was 
not mentioned, i.e., the number of 
students questioned, the breakdown 
into the numbers of Caucasian, Af -
rican-American, Asian, and Latino 
students, etc., which would be nec-
essary in order to make a credible 
survey. 
Particularly disturbing are the 
characterizations of Caucasian stu-
dents as wholly financially-
advantaged who, because they do 
not have to work as many hours dur-
ing the week, therefore are allotted 
more time for studying during the 
week and therefore perform better 
in class. The survey stated that "0% 
of the Caucasian students work more 
than 15 hours a week compared to 
28% of the students of color." The 
surveyors obviously did not inter-
view me; I, a Caucasian student, 
work in excess of 20 hours each 
week. Perhaps I am an "outlier" of 
the data collected, but I personally 
know 15 other Caucasian students 
who work over 15 hours per week; 
they too were apparently not inter-
viewed. 
The article noted that one myth 
that is perpetuated at Puget Sound 
is that "students of color are not aca-
demically prepared for college." In 
the very next sentence, the article 
reports that "64% of students of 
color come from families who make 
$30,000 or less compared to 37% of 
the Caucasian students sampled." 
What does a family's income have 
to do with academic preparation for 
college? This fallacy is representa-
tive of the survey's tendency towards 
hasty, unrepresentative, faulty, 
causal fallacies which predominate 
throughout the article. 
I agree that minority students at 
this University are disadvantaged 
because there are few peers in the 
administration, the faculty, and the 
student body to sufficiently address 
their needs. But the misuse of this 
flawed survey did nothing to pro- 
carige. Nor will the survey 
be taken seriously. 
Jon Wolfer  
Underlying assumptions 
mar Sandoval's paper 
Dear Editor, 
I am appalled at the Trail for print-
ing Regan Lane's article and the con-
clusions ofMichelle Sandoval's "re-
search" paper as feature articles. We 
all know that news can not be corn-
pletely bias free, but can't we at least 
attempt to print articles that do not 
show an explicit bias and do show 
an in-depth knowledge of a given 
subject? Sandoval's "research" pa-
per, along with Lane's article, clearly 
belonged on the editorial page. Since 
the Trail did believe, however, that 
Sandoval 's article was "news-wor-
thy," I hope you can answer some 
questions for me. 
For one, I have questions on 
Sandoval 's methodology. How did 
Sandoval and her partner obtain the 
evidence for their project? And why 
did she feel that her sampling was 
representative of the student popu-
lation? Is this representative of just 
underclassmen or upperclassmen as 
well? 
For, it seems to me, that 
Sandoval's sampling is anything but 
random or representative of the stu-
dent population. Sandoval stated that 
0% of Caucasian students work 
more than 15 hours a week. Now, 
does Sandoval not consider intern-
ships, or work-study jobs under her 
classification of "working?" This 
would be the only way that I could 
see how Sandoval was able to reach 
this ludicrous conclusion. I know a 
lot of "Caucasian" students that have 
worked over 15 hours a week, all 
four years of college. The only thing 
that Sandoval and her friends have 
therefore proved at this point is that 
they interviewed rich "Caucasians" 
and poor minority students. And this 
conclusion merely reflects one of 
Sandoval's underlying assumptions, 
"All minority students are poor and 
all 'Caucasian' students are rich." 
Sandoval asked the question on 
her survey, "Have you ever felt dis-
criminated against?" But, she 
never stated what the relationship 
was between this "discrimination" 
and the University. Have these stu-
dents felt discrimination on the UPS 
campus? And was this discrimnina-
tion based upon their race? Perhaps 
there were other factors that 
Sandoval carefully left out of her 
research. 
You might be wondering why I 
have put quotation marks arcund the 
term Caucasian whenever I have 
used it. This merely shows that 
Sandoval and I disagree on another 
one of her underlying assumptions, 
that there exists a "culture" that one 
can call "Caucasian." What exactly 
is this culture? Why is that Germans, 
Italians, Russians, Hungarians, Pol-
ish, Jews, Spanish, etc. all make na-
tionalities studied their specific "cul-
ture," or have they simply studied 
the culture of Western Europe be-
cause their skin color is fairly 
similiar they are integrated into the 
"Caucasian" label? Sandoval has, I 
believe, made an unjustified as-
sumption that "race" and "cultur" 
ar !: mierchangeable, synony-
mous terms. 
Also, by stating that many minori-
ties have not taken classes directly 
related to their culture, Sandoval 
BY DAVID KUPFERMAN 
Staff Writer 
Sammy Davis Jr., told this joke 
once: "When I move into a neigh-
borhood, the people there moye out 
twice." He was referring, of course, 
to the fact that being a Jew doesn't 
make you extremely popular. (Nei-
ther does being black, but that's a 
different article). So when I tell 
people I'm Jewish, I usually get a 
response like, "Oh, I knew someone 
like that once." It's not a disease, 
folks. 
I have never claimed to be reli-
gious. The thing about Judaism, 
though, is that it's more than just a 
religion. It's a culture, it's an 
ethnicity, some would even argue 
that it's a race. Regardless, once 
you're a Jew, you're always a Jew. I 
was raised in the Jewish faith, I at-
tended synagogue every Sunday, and 
I even learned how to speak Hebrew 
at Sunday school. By the time I got 
my "Jew Grand" at my Bar Mitzvah, 
though, I decided to leave the reli-
gious stuff to the real believers. 
But as much as I tried to escape 
it, I was still a Jew. I was reminded 
of this in high school when one of 
wants us to conclude that minorities 
are oppressed by the University. 
However, I wonder if Sandoval ever 
bothered to ask minority students if 
they wanted to take classes about 
their "culture." She makes the un-
justified assumption that every Asian 
American wants to take classes 
about the Asian "culture." She ex-
cludes the possibility that minority 
students have CHOSEN not to take 
classes about their "culture." She 
also makes the assumption that 
classes such as U.S. History exclude 
the "culture" of minorities. I don't 
believe that this is currently the case. 
Sandoval also argued that the 
University does not provide enough 
financial aid to minority students. 
One of the scholarships that I re-
ceived from the University gave 
preference to minority students. 
While not all of the recipients of this 
scholarship are minorities, the ma-
jority of the recipients are. While the 
University seems to be helping mi- 
([po L\t \ 
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my Harvard-bound colleagues asked 
me, "How did it feel to kill Jesus?" 
"How does it feel to be an 
asshole?" I replied. 
At that point he beat the crap out 
of me. The point is I'll always be a 
Jew as long as there are people out 
there who keep reminding me of it. 
And I'm proud to know that I'm con-
tinuing a tradition that dates back to 
Abraham. The way I figure it, there 
will always be Jews somewhere. The 
Egyptians couldn't keep us enslaved 
for very long; the Spanish couldn't 
convert all of us during the Inquisi-
tion; even Hitler didn't kill us all. 
Hell, if there's ever a nuclear war, 
the only survivors will be cock-
roaches and Jews. YOU'RE NEVER 
GETTING RID OF US!!! 
HAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHA!!! 
Which brings me to my next 
point: all this whining by "perse-
cuted" Christians. 
Please. 
I cannot feel sony for Dan Quayle 
when he claims to be attacked by the 
press because he's a Christian. (I'm 
not going to make a joke here; it 
would be too easy). And when Pat 
Robertson bitches about Christians 
being the "persecuted minority" in 
nority students, without encounter-
ing problems of reverse discrimina-
tion, Sandoval argues that the Uni-
versity is hostile and does not at-
tempt to financially help minorities. 
Everyone seemed to mention the 
fact that the "transfer rate of minor -
ity students is significantly higher 
than the overall students body's," 
however no one bothered to tell us 
what those rates were. I do not know 
if my experiences are representative 
of the student population, but they 
lead me to doubt that this rate is sig-
nificant. Michelle Sandoval and I 
lived together freshmen year along 
with two "Caucasian" students. Both 
"Caucasian" students have left, 
while both of us, the "minority" stu-
dents, have remained. Perhaps, 
Sandoval and I represent an excep-
tion, but nothing has given me rea-
son to conclude that this is the case. 
After reading parts of Sandoval's 
"research paper" and the other ar -
tides printed on the feature page, I 
ME 
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this country, I urge him to do two 
things. First, take a look at the num-
bers, especially the ones that report 
62% of the people in the United 
States ally themselves with Chris-
tianity. Second, I think he should 
take a look at the history books. Ev-
ery generation or so the Jews are ei-
ther being kicked out of some coun-
try, they get their butts whooped, or 
they're being blamed for society's 
problems. 
And for the record, there is no 
Jewish Conspiracy. if there was, I'd 
be the first to sign up for it. The only 
thing that Jewish people are guilty 
of is being successful entertainers 
(imagine that—a Jewish entertainer) 
or owning delis in New York. So I 
get upset when someone tells me that 
the Jewish Conspiracy has perpetu-
ated the "myth" of the Holocaust. 
That's like saying the Vietnam War 
is all in Oliver Stone's head. 
My point is that Judaism is not a 
bad thing. It's not a heathen religion, 
we don't wear yellow stars anymore, 
and none of us have horns on our 
heads. If there were no Jews, there 
would have been no Albert Einstein, 
no Sigmund Freud, no Susan Pierce, 
no Jesus Christ. 
am not led to the supposed "fact" 
that the University discriminates 
against minority students. I am in-
stead led to the fact that underlying 
assumptions have directed 
Sandoval's research, which then led 
her to the conclusions that she de-
sired. In a discussion such as this, 
underlying assumptions need to be 
discussed and not simply taken for 
granted. One of the underlying as-
sumptions in this case is simply the 
importance of diversity. Should the 
University's student body attempt to 
represent the population of Tacoma 
as Thomas Dixon argued? If this is 
the case, then clearly we must ad-
just our mission statement and 
change our curriculum quite radi-
cally. However, if the mission state-
ment of the University is to remain 
dedicated to scholarship and merit, 
then change cannot be expected 
overnight. 
Robyn Ohashi 
c3 cvz 
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ASUPS: The Charlie 
Pizza Government 
BY ANDREA MEYER 
St2ff Writer 
This is my question: how often is 
it that you, as financially deprived 
college students, fork out $140 hay-
mg absolutely no clue what it is that 
you are paying for? One hundred 
and forty dollars; that is quite a lump 
sum. You could buy two months 
worth of groceries, attend a sorority 
or fraternity formal (well, that's 
pushing it), or invest in a nice chunk 
of stock. The options are limitless. 
Whether you quantify your dollars 
in terms of beers at E-9, classics for 
your growing library, inches of 
climbing top rope, or simply sub-
stance, $140 is not pocket change. 
So why is it that students at UPS 
obligedly and blindly write off this 
amount every year without demand-
ing to know how it is spent and in-
sisting that it is spent according to 
their interests? ASUPS, need I say 
more? 
Do you have any comprehension 
of the amount of our money that 
mysteriously passes through the 
hands of our governing body? 
Please allow me to elaborate. Five 
hundred thousand dollars: haIfa 
million dollars. But perhaps you are 
aware of this. After all, any student 
may prance into the ASUPS office 
at any moment and request a peek at 
the budget—as long as it, god for -
bid, doesn't leave the office. Assum-
ing that a few token students have 
hauled themselves up that insur-
mountable staircase to question the 
spending of their hard earned work 
study or McDonald's cashier booty, 
have they had any influence on 
ASUPS? Is ASUPS really represen-
tative of the student body, or is it just 
another bureaucratic, administration 
aimed entity? It seems, unfortu-
nately, to be the latter. 
After speaking with Chad Thomp-
son, a former ASUPS senate mem-
ber, I have a much clearer, be it dis-
couraging, perception of the inner 
workings ofASUPS. To begin, gain-
ing entrance into this organization 
is nearly impossible without the sup-
port of the Greek system. Exaggera-
tion? Look at the numbers. The past 
four presidents have been members 
of the Greek system, as are 14 of the 
present 17 senators and executives. 
You may argue, perhaps, that the 
Greeks make up a large percentage 
of students on campus, but that 
hardly equivocates the discrepancy 
in these numbers. 
Hypothetically though, let's imag-
ine that you do get into ASUPS. 
What happens next is disheartening, 
to say the least. The first affair that 
must be understood by all ASUPS 
senators explains Chad, is that the 
students do not care. Take your job 
seriously, the attitude encourages, 
but in the end it doesn't matter be-
cause the students won't call you on 
what goes on in here. However, 
Chad's findings prove contradictory 
to this common ASUPS mentality. 
"I have witnessed with my own eyes 
students explode in outrage over a 
budget they were never intended to  
see," states Chad. Further undermin-
ing the ASUPS attitude are the re-
sults of a recent study conducted by 
the Student Concerns Committee. 
The results of the study revealed that 
the number one concern among the 
student body was in regards to 
ASUPS' lack of communication. 
Interestingly enough, nearly all stu-
dents reported that they had tremen-
dous interest in the budget. This is 
the same budget that Chad was told 
the students didn't care about. Un-
doubtedly the students help foster 
this apathetic attitude, but I would 
argue that ASUPS does its share to 
perpetuate this apathy. According to 
Chad, this brainwashing encourages 
senate members to be uninvolved 
and uninformed. 
What could be more demonstra-
tive of this apathy than the inept 
knowledge and care with which the 
budget is attended to? Chad, who 
painfully experienced Senate, asserts 
that senators simply do not know the 
reasoning behind the allocation of 
the AS UPS funds. "I have witnessed 
first hand senators voting more 
blindly and apathetically than most 
would care to imagine, "says Chad. 
For example, forty thousand dollars, 
(I cringe just writing it) of our 
money is given yearly to 
Tamanawas, the yearbook, for those 
of you who were too disinterested 
to ever pick one up. This is rarely 
debated, or even discussed, it just is. 
Instead, the bulk of senate's time, as 
described by Chad, is dedicated to 
such miniscule concerns as the rum-
pus over waffle cones, charlie piz-
zas, and cup lids. "At least 70% of 
senate's time was dedicated to these 
ridiculous issues, like charlie piz-
zas," says Chad with an air of utter 
disgust. What a farce. 
So what else happens to our 
chunks of change after they are 
thrown ever so thoughtlessly into the 
hands of ASUPS senate? That is a 
question we would all like to know, 
"including most of senate," adds 
Chad. Although the examples of 
inadequacy are overwhelming in 
number, one incident in particular 
seems to encapsulate the apathy of 
the ASUPS lampoon quite nicely. 
Chad refers to this occurrence as "the 
power of intimidation" that is appar-
ently racking and controlling the 
senate's every move. 
On September 29th, approxi-
mately one month before the United 
States elections, a senator proposed 
that he be allocated $1,400 to fly out 
to Washington D.C. to gather cru-
cial information for a program, Lead 
or Leave, that he wanted to start on 
campus. Possibly this strikes you as 
a valid request. But there is more. 
The senator proposed that a friend, 
not an ASUPS member, accompany 
him. Just for the record, there were 
senate members wanting to go, adds 
Chad. So, the friend came to senak 
to make his appeal, Chad explains, 
having little to say that substantiates 
his reasons for wishing to attend the 
conference with the senator. Not to 
worry though, the senator soon re-
claimed the floor to justify the ne- 
cessity of his friend's company, since 
the friend apparently couldn't do it 
himself. Additionally, the timing of 
the request must be taken into con-
sideration. Since Lead or Leave is a 
program to encourage students to 
vote and to make voting more ac-
cessible, this request needed to be 
made inimediately, i.e.,before the 
up-coming election. Senate wag 
therefore operating with serious time 
constraints. Amazingly, this money 
was allocated. This is how our demo-
cratic government works, Chad ex-
plains, with a dictator at the reins. 
The significant factor here is not 
only the senator's inept decision, or 
the persuasion of the senator, but the 
inconsequential results of the 
senator's trip. Now, nearly six 
months later, there is no sign of the 
promised organization. Fourteen 
hundred dollars of our money down 
the tubes for nothing but one 
gor's vacation in Washington 
D.C. with a few of his buddies. Clad 
and I are hopeful that he will thank 
the entire school during his speech 
at this year's graduation. If not, 
sorry Charlies. 
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Group issues challenge that 
the University must answer 
The challenge has been issued. A group of students, now called 
Xavante, spoke up and has challenged the University with its own 
rhetoric. As Regan Lane pointed out, "everyone is saying that some-
thing needs to be done," from the Diversity Committee to the Presi-
dent to the Faculty, but nothing is being done. Xavante wants to see 
that discussion become something concrete, something real and that 
is the challenge. 
Now, the University must answer that challenge. 
But, how will this institution go about answering that challenge? It 
. 	 . . 	 is hard to say. Indeed, the ques- 
/•Y v:(( ' 	 tion may be as problematic as 
' 	 the issue at hand Creating a 
. 	
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more diverse and multicultural 
e 1 cria 	 campus is going tobe difficult. 
How is the University to attract 
a more diverse student popula-
tion when there is very little it can offer them? Ofcourse, the admin-
istration will say that there is plenty to offer every student, that this 
institution offers everyone the opportunity to receive "a quality lib-
eral arts education." But how much quality can be packaged into a 
predominately white, male, middle-class, heterosexual curriculum? 
if you were African American, Asian American, Native American 
or Latino, would you want to pay over $20,000 a year to study the 
history and literature of a Caucasian majority? Furthermore, even if 
you were white, but not of the heterosexual majority would you be 
content to receive an education with no literary or historical refer-
ences to events that have helped shape your life? 
The answer appears to be no. Why else would we be seeing high 
transfer rates among minority students? Why else would a group such 
as Xavante surface? 
So the challenge has been laid on the table. If the University wants 
to answer this challenge, as it should, then fundamental changes need 
to occur in every facet of university life. 
Changes in the curriculum, the faculty and the administration would 
be a beginning. Developing a curriculum that offers multicultural 
content would help stem the loss of minority students as well as at-
tract a larger minority population. Perhaps offering more classes that 
target these minority groups would be a start. Granted, there are some 
classes available, but not nearly enough. There are areas that fail to 
be addressed with the current curriculum. For example, the Univer-
sity does not offer any course which focuses on gay or lesbian stud-
ies. Homosexual students are not going to come to a University that 
ignores their needs within its curriculum. Perhaps UPS should fol-
low the example of Pacific Lutheran University, a school which of -
fers courses such as "Queer Theory." 
But simply developing these classes is not enough. Professors need 
to be qualified to teach these courses. What would be more enrich-
ing, an African American History course taught by a Caucasian pro-
fessor or an African American professor? Would "Queer Theory" type 
courses carry the same impact if they were taught by heterosexual 
professors instead of homosexual professors? Having the necessary 
professors available to teach the necessary courses would help alle-
viate the homogeneity of this campus. 
Having professors from minority groups serves another purpose as 
well. In addition to adding to the value of courses, these African 
Americans, Native Americans, Asian Americans, Latino and openly 
homosexual professors would provide positive role models to stu-
dents. These people could be advisors, mentors and friends to minor-
ity students on campus. Increasing the minority population among 
the administration would also serve the same purpose. Furthermore, 
administrative personnel from these groups would provide contacts 
to minority groups, and these groups could feel secure that their voices 
would be heard by the administration. 
The University has options that it can pursue as it meets the chal-
lenge that Xavante has issued. Let us hope, for the benefit of all, that 
the University does indeed answer the challenge and that it answers 
it admirably. 
No 
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WHAT'S H A P P E N I N G T H I S W E E 
FAMILY WEEKEND'95 
 
APRIL 21-23 
"EXPLORE OUR WORLD" 
•Coffee with the President 
925th Anniversary Luau "Na Kai 'Ewalu" Dinner and Show 
•Kapena Concert 
•Honors Convocation 
•Staney Turrentine and the UPS Jazz Band 
Invite your friends and family! 
ASUPS Concerts & Showcase Presents 
The Sweet Harmonies of 
The Main Attraction 
to kickoff Parent's Weekend 
Friday April 21st at 3PM in 
the Great Hall. 
Join these acapella sensations (the voices of the California Rai- 
sins in the popular commercials) as they fill your afternoon 
with sweet music. 
Free Admission to all. 
This Week at Campus Films 
THE RIVER WILD 
Fri. & Sat. at 7:00 and 9:30 p.m., 
Sunday at 6:00 and 8:30 p.m. 
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BY MR. GABE KO1TER 
Staff Pot Melter 
Name tags and brown ribbons 
were worn. Petitions were circu-
lated. Signatures were collected. 
Adjectives like "activist," "con-
cerned," even "bitter" were used by 
pale-skinned adults in reference to 
students. 
As is the case in most school 
years, the days just prior to (and in-
cluding) Parents Weekend, are po-
litically virulentones here at UPS. 
"In '92, it was Rodney King," 
said senior Lucas Ivory, a self-pro-
claimed "watchdog." "In '93, it 
was sexual harassment. Last year 
was the CMN CD cover incident. 
We had to come up with something 
good, y'know. Since we won the 
SUB lid policy debate, it was ei-
ther this racism thingy or (gasp!) 
let a sunny Spring weekend pass by 
without a protest." 
And protest they will. "We've 
scheduled a Diversity Rally to co-
incide with Parents Weekend," re- 
ported Calvin Vanilla. "Bring a 
frisbee, a beach towel, and a leg-
ible sign making some witty refer-
ence to the cause." 
Even soon-to-be ex-faculty 
members are getting into the act. 
Bill Lime, lame duck assistant pro-
fessor of English, praised the 
watchdogs for their late April frus-
tration. "If it were Parents Week-
end every weekend, perhaps I 
would have stayed. If BSU and 
CHispA weren't consistently con-
fused with Ball State University 
and the late great TV cop serial, 
'CHiPs,' then maybe I'd rethink 
my decision to leave. Nonetheless, 
it's great to see so many white kids 
bitch about something that actually 
matters. A weekend's better than 
nothing." 
The issue of ethnic diversity 
among the student and faculty 
population is not a new one to Uni-
versity bigwigs. Efforts to increase 
the numbers of qualified minority 
professors and students have been 
thwarted since the 1970s. 
April 11 through April 18, 1995 
April 11, 11:55 p.m. 
Security staff interrupted a student in the act of maliciously abusing 
himself outside Phibbs Hall. The student was later referred to a sperm 
bank. 
April 13, 12:01 a.m. 
A student reported that someone had broken into her vehicle and 
maliciously left a creamy deposit on the dashboard and windshield. A 
soiled issue of Good Housekeeping was found on the passenger seat. 
April14, 1:32 p.m. 
A visitor reported witnessing a "circle jerk" on Todd Field. Security 
found no evidence of malicious self-gratification at the scene. 
April16, 6:01 p.m. 
A student reported his roommate was maliciously spanking his 
monkey very near the reportee's Easter basket. Security staff escorted 
the offender to the bathroom and gave him a roll of Charmin. 
April17, 3:47 a.m. 
Security staff responded to a call from a student in the A-Frames 
who said he couldn't stop himself from maliciously whacking off. 
Security concluded that it was, indeed, a sin and issued the proper 
penance. 
April 18, 8:59 a.m. 
A student reported several adolescent males maliciously greasing 
their respective lightning outside her sorority window. Security 
responded immediately and, since the student was quite attractive, 
joined in with the little miscreants. 
• Please report all pickle srnackers and clit rubbers to Security at ext. 
3311 and remember, if you yourself have got a hankering, be sure to 
clean up after yourselves. 
Submitted by Todd P. Ruebens, director of Security Services 
1 !' (fI1h,: lone is inendc'i as a satirical work and, as 
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Watchdog group barks so e ore 
Low number of African 
American students. "I don't know 
what the problem is," said Associ-
ate Director of Admissions Enos 
Lynch. "We recruit vigorously in 
all the right places: Baltimore, 
D.C., Memphis, the Motor City, all 
the Negro cities. Even hiring F.W. 
deClerq, straight out of Africa, their 
motherland, and Clarence 
Thomas ... you just can't please the 
'90s college-bound Negro." 
The infamous "sophomore 
flight." "Certainly a strange phe-
nomenon," said President Susan 
Redneck Pierce. "I mean, the 
Asians stay, the Latinos stay, the 
Minnesotans stay—why can't the 
African-Afnericans? Is it the food? 
Is it the sports facilities? Is it the 
campus radio station? If they want, 
I can make KUPS into some sort 
of jazzy-rap-hiphop station. 
Inclusivity is my middle name." 
Insufficient numbers of mi-
nority faculty. "No beating around 
the bush here," said Dean of the 
University David E. Lee. "UPS, 
simply put, is a back-up, a second 
choice. Students who get accepted 
here and say, Stanford, are gonna 
end up matriculating at Stanford. 
Same goes for faculty. UPS doesn't 
have what it takes to woo the at-
tractive PhDs away from higher-
quality universities. The question 
is, how do we change that? I think 
our first step is the promotion of 
bigger and better buzzwords." 
The flood of talk concerning rac-
ism and mulitculturalism also 
sparked the creation of several new 
student organizations, namely the 
White Trash Clan (WTC). "As a 
founding member of WTC," said 
sophomore Roscoe Coltrane, "I felt 
it necessary to begin standard cam-
pus consciousness raising concern- 
ing the rich heritage of us white Texas style chili feed. The musi-
trash folk. So, in cahootz with this cal guest will be bluegrass sensa-
Diversity Rally they're throwing tion Inbred Freddy Blumberg and 
this weekend, WTC is sponsoring the Coon Hunters. Rae-coons, you 
a campus-wide swap meet and goobers." 
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